Abstract: This paper describes the comprehensive analysis of system calibration between an optical camera and a range finder. The results suggest guidelines for accurate and efficient system calibration enabling high-quality data fusion. First, self-calibration procedures were carried out using a testbed designed for both the optical camera and range finder. The interior orientation parameters of the utilized sensors were precisely computed. Afterwards, 92 system calibration experiments were carried out according to different approaches and data configurations. For comparison of the various experimental results, two measures, namely the matching rate of fusion data and the standard deviation of relative orientation parameters derived after system calibration procedures, were considered. Among the 92 experimental cases, the best result (the matching rate of 99.08%) was shown for the use of the one-step system calibration method and six datasets from multiple columns. Also, the root mean square values of the residuals after the self-and system calibrations were less than 0.8 and 0.6 pixels, respectively. In an overall evaluation, it was confirmed that the one-step system calibration method using four or more datasets provided more stable and accurate relative orientation parameters and data fusion results than the other cases.
Introduction
In recent years, 3D modeling has been applied in various areas including public safety, virtual environments, fire and police planning, location-based services, environmental monitoring, intelligent transportation, structural health monitoring, underground construction, motion capturing, and so on [1] . In general, 3D modeling usually can be constructed through several procedures after acquiring the data from a sensor system. The systems for 3D modeling are largely divided into single-modal and multi-modal types. The single-modal system consists of one type of sensor: in most cases, multiple optical cameras. By contrast, the multi-modal system comprises at least two types of sensors, such as laser scanning sensors, optical cameras, and range finders [2] . More specifically, the single-modal system can be built at relatively low cost and has the advantage of data production with high-resolution RGB-D data (color and depth). As a disadvantage, however, when area images of areas with low levels of information on feature points or with repetitive similar textures are considered, the accuracy of the 3D model of the area is markedly lowered.
On the other hand, the multi-modal system generally consists of optical cameras providing color information and other sensors giving depth information, such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR), laser line scanners, and range finders [3] . The system has the advantage of the fact that the shapes of
Related Work
Self-calibration of each sensor as well as system calibration should be carried out as prerequisite procedures to merge different types of datasets acquired from different sensors. This will enable compilation of an accurate RGB-D dataset using the multi-modal system. Thus, in this section, the recent work on self-calibration and system calibration is presented and discussed.
More specifically, self-calibration is a procedure to determine the interior orientation parameters (IOPs: principal point coordinates, focal length, and distortion parameters) that express the characteristics of each sensor. The images of optical cameras include radial, and decentering lens distortions. And, the depth data of range finders include various noises such as signal-dependent shot noise, systematic bias, and random noise [5] .
System calibration, on the other hand, determines the geometric relationship between the sensors employed in the data acquisition system. The geometric relationship usually can be expressed in the form of relative orientation parameters (ROPs) including 3 translation and 3 rotation parameters.
In this context, data fusion can be performed more accurately when self-calibration for each sensor is precisely rendered. In almost all cases, self-calibration is a prerequisite for system calibration.
In the case of self-calibration of optical cameras, the methods and accuracies have been sufficiently verified and well-established [6] [7] [8] [9] . Meanwhile, various studies have been conducted on the self-calibration of range finders. In these studies, various self-calibration methods have been proposed and compared [10, 11] . Lichti et al. [10] suggested a method of simultaneous adjustment of image points and range observations in range finders (SR3000 & SR4000). Lichti and Kim [11] conducted self-calibration of range finders using three different methods (i.e., one-step integrated, two-step independent, and two-step dependent methods), and performed a comparative evaluation of sensors and a look-up table for range data calibration were calculated. And relative pose between the involved sensors was calculated by using each sensor's EOPs calculated from respective bundle adjustments (i.e., two-step system calibration). One also should know that focal length estimation for the involved sensors was not considered in their research. Lindner et al. [24] performed two-step system calibration with pre-calibrated CCD camera and TOF sensor data. Self-and system calibration were conducted using a checker board style testbed and OpenCV library. The self-calibration scopes of two sensors included principal point coordinates, focal length, and distortion parameters; but, not range data distortions. Dorit et al. [25] carried out the calibration procedures for the multi-modal system comprised of a 3D laser scanner, a thermal camera, and a color camera. They first conducted the self-calibration of the optical and thermal sensors; but not the 3D laser scanner. Their two-step system calibration produced several pairs of ROPs, and they selected the best one which minimizes the re-projection error for all image pairs. Mattero et al. [26] generated a multi-modal sensor system for people tracking, and the system is based on multi-camera network composed by three Kinect sensors and three SR4500 TOF cameras. They utilized OpenPTrack software in the calibration steps. Only focal length, principal point coordinates, and lens distortions were considered in the self-calibration procedures. Also, two-step system calibration was carried out in that research.
After reviewing the latest studies relevant to optical-range-finder systems, we found that in terms of system calibration, most studies have proposed their own calibration methods and evaluations without any explanation or analysis of data acquisition configurations. Also, in most studies, there was no comparative analysis of different system calibration (especially, one-step and two-step) approaches. One-step system calibration approaches deal with only one set of ROPs (i.e., 3 translations and 3 rotations) between two sensors in all workflows. When many sensors are involved; however, the sensor geometric models will be more complicated. On the other hand, two-step system calibration approaches have relatively simple geometric models and it is easy to implement the approaches because the EOPs of each sensor will be treated separately. However, the ROPs between the sensors will be determined through the post-processing work using all the estimated EOPs.
Moreover, we also found that most of the previous studies on system calibration also included self-calibration as a prerequisite in their approaches. However, some of the studies simply used nominal values of IOPs provided by the sensor manufacturer in their system calibration procedures, without any correction [17] . Also, other studies did not consider some IOPs such as range distortion parameters ( [17, 21, [24] [25] [26] ) and focal length ( [3] ) in their self-calibration procedures. To minimize the effect of the self-calibration quality on the accuracy of system calibration and also the quality of RGB-D data produced, the proposed study considers all the involved sensors and their IOPs. At this stage, one should note that the self-calibration approaches of the optical and TOF cameras are well-established. Hence, the proposed study will adopt the existing self-calibration approaches in order to deal with all relevant parameters and thereby guarantee acceptable self-calibration results.
In this light, in the present research, (1) comparative evaluations of the different system calibration methods (i.e., one-step and two-step approaches) and (2) an analysis of the effects of the data acquisition configuration (i.e., different geometrical locations and numbers of datasets) on the quality of the final products (i.e., ROPs or fusion data) were performed. Finally, guidelines for accurate and efficient system calibration and high-quality data fusion were derived.
Sensor Geometric Functional Models and Calibration Testbed

Testbed Designed for Calibration Procedure
In this study, a testbed for the calibration procedure was constructed in consideration of the relevant optical camera and range finder characteristics (Figure 1 ). The testbed's chessboard configuration and white circular patterns are used as control points (CPs) for the optical camera and the range finder, respectively. The configuration of the circular pattern target is adopted from [10] [11] [12] and the number of targets are slightly reduced since we have enough number of targets shown on the acquired images at the different distances. The white circle and its calculated centroid are very useful for the range finder, but not for the optical camera. To resolve this problem, additional targets with chessboard pattern were installed on the testbed plane for the optical camera (Figure 1b,c) . The testbed dimensions are 4 m (height) by 4.9 m (width). As can be seen in the figure, the chessboard targets were arranged in different depths from the surface of the white circular patterns. 
Sensors and Mathematical Models
The optical-range-finder system used in the experiment was configured through the installation of a Canon 6D DSLR camera (optical sensor) and a SR4000 range finder on a single aluminum frame ( Figure 2 ). Figure 2a ,b show the side view and front view of the installed optical-range-finder system, respectively. The produced sensor system provides, for each round of filming, RGB image data from the optical camera along with intensity and range data from the range finder. More detailed specifications of the sensors are shown in Table 1 . The imaging geometry for the RGB image data (acquired from the optical camera) and the intensity data (acquired from the range finder) are expressed in functional models based on the collinearity condition, as seen in Equations (1)-(3) ( [27] ). The range data (acquired from the range finder) are expressed in the Euclidean distance model, as seen in Equation (4). 
The optical-range-finder system used in the experiment was configured through the installation of a Canon 6D DSLR camera (optical sensor) and a SR4000 range finder on a single aluminum frame ( Figure 2 ). Figure 2a ,b show the side view and front view of the installed optical-range-finder system, respectively. The produced sensor system provides, for each round of filming, RGB image data from the optical camera along with intensity and range data from the range finder. More detailed specifications of the sensors are shown in Table 1 .
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In the equations, x and y are the image coordinates of the sensor data. ∆x and ∆y are the distortions of the image coordinates. x p and y p are the image coordinates of the principal point and f is the focal length. m 11 to m 33 are the components of the rotation matrix M. ω is the primary rotation along X-axis, ϕ is the secondary rotation along Y-axis, and κ is the tertiary rotation along Z-axis. X, Y, and Z are the ground coordinates of the control point. X0, Y0, and Z0 are three of the exterior orientation parameters of the sensor (sensor position). ρ is the measured range value, and ∆ρ is the distortion of the range value.
Standard lens distortion models, as seen in Equations (5)- (7), are utilized for the optical camera and range finder (refer to [6] [7] [8] ). Also, the systematic range bias (∆ρ) model for the range finder is seen in Equations (8) (refer to [10] [11] [12] ).
In the equations, K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 are radial lens distortion parameters, P 1 and P 2 are the decentering lens distortion parameters, A 1 and A 2 are the electronic biases (affinity and shear), d 0 is the rangefinder offset, d 1 is the scale error, and d 2 to d 7 are the cyclic errors; U is the unit wavelength, e 1 and e 2 are clock skew errors, and e 3 to e 11 are empirical errors.
Calibrations and Comparative Evaluation Strategy
The experiments were conducted, as seen in Figure 3 , in four phases: data acquisition, self-calibration, system calibration, and data fusion. First, in the data acquisition phase, optical and range-finder data were acquired for use in self-calibration and system calibration, respectively. The IOPs for the individual sensors were calculated through the self-calibration procedure. Afterwards, the estimated parameters were utilized for the system calibration procedure. The system calibration was performed by the one-step and two-step approaches. Finally, the fusion of optical and range-finder data was performed using ROPs calculated through the system calibration procedure. More detailed explanations of the approach are provided in the following sub-sections. The datasets for the self-calibration procedures were acquired using the optical-range-finder system (shown in Figure 2 ). They included optical camera images, range-finder intensity images, and range data for all pixels in the intensity images. Fifteen datasets were acquired for the self-calibration procedures; among them, three were obtained after vertically erecting the system to minimize the correlation between the IOPs and EOPs of the individual sensors. The locations of the data acquired for the self-calibration procedures are shown in Figure 4 . The datasets were acquired at the center, left and right sides of the testbed in order to keep the images converged. After carrying out the selfcalibration procedures to estimate the IOPs, the values were utilized in the system calibration procedures. 
System Calibration
The system calibration experiments were initially carried out according to the expression of the geometrical relationship between the sensors (i.e., the one-step and two-step approaches).
More specifically, in the one-step approach, the geometric configurations of the sensors are expressed in the EOPs of the reference sensor (the optical sensor in the present study) and the ROPs between the sensors. In other words, when datasets obtained from n different locations are used for this one-step approach, the geometrical locations of the reference sensor are indicated with n different sets of EOPs (i.e., EOP1, EOP2,…, EOPn), and the locations of the range finder can be indicated with 
Self-Calibration
Since the self-calibration approaches for the individual sensors have been thoroughly reviewed and evaluated in existing studies, the present study carried out the self-calibration based on existing methods. The self-calibration of the optical sensor was first performed using the commonly used least square estimation method -bundle block adjustment [6-9]. The self-calibration of the range finder was also performed based on the one-step integrated method, which was found to be more accurate than other methods in a comparative evaluation [11] .
The datasets for the self-calibration procedures were acquired using the optical-range-finder system (shown in Figure 2 ). They included optical camera images, range-finder intensity images, and range data for all pixels in the intensity images. Fifteen datasets were acquired for the self-calibration procedures; among them, three were obtained after vertically erecting the system to minimize the correlation between the IOPs and EOPs of the individual sensors. The locations of the data acquired for the self-calibration procedures are shown in Figure 4 . The datasets were acquired at the center, left and right sides of the testbed in order to keep the images converged. After carrying out the self-calibration procedures to estimate the IOPs, the values were utilized in the system calibration procedures. The datasets for the self-calibration procedures were acquired using the optical-range-finder system (shown in Figure 2 ). They included optical camera images, range-finder intensity images, and range data for all pixels in the intensity images. Fifteen datasets were acquired for the self-calibration procedures; among them, three were obtained after vertically erecting the system to minimize the correlation between the IOPs and EOPs of the individual sensors. The locations of the data acquired for the self-calibration procedures are shown in Figure 4 . The datasets were acquired at the center, left and right sides of the testbed in order to keep the images converged. After carrying out the selfcalibration procedures to estimate the IOPs, the values were utilized in the system calibration procedures. 
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More specifically, in the one-step approach, the geometric configurations of the sensors are expressed in the EOPs of the reference sensor (the optical sensor in the present study) and the ROPs between the sensors. In other words, when datasets obtained from n different locations are used for this one-step approach, the geometrical locations of the reference sensor are indicated with n different sets of EOPs (i.e., EOP1, EOP2, . . . , EOPn), and the locations of the range finder can be indicated with each set of EOPs and 1 set of ROPs which are constant between the optical sensor and the range finder (shown in Figure 5 ). The values of the EOPs and ROPs are derived directly through a bundle block adjustment procedure. each set of EOPs and 1 set of ROPs which are constant between the optical sensor and the range finder (shown in Figure 5 ). The values of the EOPs and ROPs are derived directly through a bundle block adjustment procedure. On the other hand, in the two-step approach, the geometric configurations between the sensors are derived according to the EOPs of the individual sensors. More specifically, the geometrical locations of the sensor system are indicated as n sets of EOPs of the optical sensor and n sets of EOPs of the range finder (refer to Figure 6 ). These EOPs are derived through a bundle block adjustment procedure. Afterwards, n sets of ROPs are calculated using the derived sets of EOPs of the involved sensors. Finally, a single set of ROPs is calculated by averaging the n sets of ROPs. The other important factor that should be considered in system calibration is the datasets' configurations. First, 11 datasets were acquired using the optical-range-finder system, as seen in Figure  7a ,b. The data acquisition locations for the system calibration were selected to have enough number of and even distribution of control points over an entire image. Figure 7a shows layout of data acquisition locations, and Figure 7b shows grouping of the locations. The locations were grouped by row (parallel direction to the testbed plane) and column (orthogonal direction to the testbed plane). On the other hand, in the two-step approach, the geometric configurations between the sensors are derived according to the EOPs of the individual sensors. More specifically, the geometrical locations of the sensor system are indicated as n sets of EOPs of the optical sensor and n sets of EOPs of the range finder (refer to Figure 6 ). These EOPs are derived through a bundle block adjustment procedure. Afterwards, n sets of ROPs are calculated using the derived sets of EOPs of the involved sensors. Finally, a single set of ROPs is calculated by averaging the n sets of ROPs. each set of EOPs and 1 set of ROPs which are constant between the optical sensor and the range finder (shown in Figure 5 ). The values of the EOPs and ROPs are derived directly through a bundle block adjustment procedure. On the other hand, in the two-step approach, the geometric configurations between the sensors are derived according to the EOPs of the individual sensors. More specifically, the geometrical locations of the sensor system are indicated as n sets of EOPs of the optical sensor and n sets of EOPs of the range finder (refer to Figure 6 ). These EOPs are derived through a bundle block adjustment procedure. Afterwards, n sets of ROPs are calculated using the derived sets of EOPs of the involved sensors. Finally, a single set of ROPs is calculated by averaging the n sets of ROPs. The other important factor that should be considered in system calibration is the datasets' configurations. First, 11 datasets were acquired using the optical-range-finder system, as seen in Figure  7a ,b. The data acquisition locations for the system calibration were selected to have enough number of and even distribution of control points over an entire image. Figure 7a shows layout of data acquisition locations, and Figure 7b shows grouping of the locations. The locations were grouped by row (parallel direction to the testbed plane) and column (orthogonal direction to the testbed plane). The other important factor that should be considered in system calibration is the datasets' configurations. First, 11 datasets were acquired using the optical-range-finder system, as seen in Figure 7a ,b. The data acquisition locations for the system calibration were selected to have enough number of and even distribution of control points over an entire image. Figure 7a shows layout of data acquisition locations, and Figure 7b shows grouping of the locations. The locations were grouped by row (parallel direction to the testbed plane) and column (orthogonal direction to the testbed plane). Afterwards, 46 combinations from the 11 datasets were produced (as seen in Table 2 ). They are utilized to determine the effects of the number and locations of datasets on the accuracy of system calibration. Again, the datasets were selected while considering the number of datasets (i.e., ranging from 2 to 11 sets), the column selection (i.e., ranging from one column or more than one column), and the convergence (or symmetry) of the datasets. For example, in the case of 2-dataset selection from at least two columns, datasets 2 and 9 (in the second row) can be selected instead of datasets 2 and 5 or datasets 5 and 9. Table 2 . Combinations of datasets based on number and location.
Number of Datasets Location of Selected Datasets One Column
Two or More Columns 2 8 cases (e.g., dataset 5, and 6) 4 cases (e.g., dataset 2, and 9) 3 5 cases (e.g., dataset 5, 6, and 7) 3 cases (e.g., dataset 2, 5, and 9) 4 2 cases (e.g., dataset 1, 2, 3, and 4) 7 cases (e.g., dataset 2, 3, 9, and 10) 5 -6 cases (e.g., dataset 2, 3, 5, 9, and 10) 6 -5 cases (e.g., dataset 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, and 10) 8 -3 cases (e.g., dataset 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11) 9 -2 cases (e.g., dataset 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11)
11
-1 case (all dataset) total 15 cases 31 cases
Optical and Range-Finder Data Fusion
Using the IOPs and ROPs acquired from the procedures in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and together with the collinearity conditions (Equations (1) and (2)), RGB-D data can be created through the optical and range-finder data fusion procedure. More specifically, Figure 8 shows the conceptual idea of the data fusion method. In this figure, Popt and PRF are the respective data from the optical and rangefinder data. The distortion-free 3D coordinates, (Xdf, Ydf, Zdf), can be calculated after removing the Afterwards, 46 combinations from the 11 datasets were produced (as seen in Table 2 ). They are utilized to determine the effects of the number and locations of datasets on the accuracy of system calibration. Again, the datasets were selected while considering the number of datasets (i.e., ranging from 2 to 11 sets), the column selection (i.e., ranging from one column or more than one column), and the convergence (or symmetry) of the datasets. For example, in the case of 2-dataset selection from at least two columns, datasets 2 and 9 (in the second row) can be selected instead of datasets 2 and 5 or datasets 5 and 9. Table 2 . Combinations of datasets based on number and location.
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Optical and Range-Finder Data Fusion
Using the IOPs and ROPs acquired from the procedures in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and together with the collinearity conditions (Equations (1) and (2)), RGB-D data can be created through the optical and range-finder data fusion procedure. More specifically, Figure 8 shows the conceptual idea of the data fusion method. In this figure, P opt and P RF are the respective data from the optical and range-finder data. The distortion-free 3D coordinates, (X df , Y df , Z df ), can be calculated after removing the range sensor lens distortions, and range distortions from the raw range datasets. Then, the 3-dimentional coordinates w.r.t. the range finder coordinate system can be transformed into the coordinates w.r.t. the optical camera coordinate system using Equation (9) . Afterwards, the corresponding image coordinates of the optical camera data can be calculated using Equations (1) and (2) while considering lens distortion effects. Subsequently, the corresponding color (R, G, B) values can be determined for the image coordinates. In this way, RGB-D data can be generated from the optical-range-finder system.
where (X df , Y df , Z df ) are the coordinates of a certain point in the range finder data after removing distortions. range sensor lens distortions, and range distortions from the raw range datasets. Then, the 3-dimentional coordinates w.r.t. the range finder coordinate system can be transformed into the coordinates w.r.t. the optical camera coordinate system using Equation (9) . Afterwards, the corresponding image coordinates of the optical camera data can be calculated using Equations (1) and (2) while considering lens distortion effects. Subsequently, the corresponding color (R, G, B) values can be determined for the image coordinates. In this way, RGB-D data can be generated from the optical-range-finder system. 
where (Xdf, Ydf, Zdf) are the coordinates of a certain point in the range finder data after removing distortions. Trop and Rrop are translation and rotation matrices of ROPs between the optical camera and range finder coordinate systems. (Xoptic, Yoptic, Zoptic) are the coordinates of the point w.r.t. the optical camera coordinate system. In this research, the authors dealt with 2 different ways of expressing the geometrical relationship between the sensors (i.e., the one-step and two-step approaches), and 46 combinations of datasets. Accordingly, 92 sets of ROPs and RGB-D datasets were produced from 46 cases with the one-step approach and 46 cases with the two-step approach.
Proposed Evaluation Strategies
The qualities of the 92 sets of ROPs estimation results were analyzed based on the standard deviations of the estimated parameters. For the case of data fusion results, a measure called matching rate is proposed and utilized in this research. In previous studies, the qualities of the data fusion results were mostly evaluated through visual inspection ( [20, 22, 23, [28] [29] [30] ). We have 92 sets of fusion results to be compared each other, a qualitative measure is, therefore, critically necessary for the comparisons. Since the inaccurate data fusion results distinctly appear in the areas where different patches meet each other, the same color value is intentionally assigned into the same patches on the optical and range-finder data, and the color values of the corresponding points are compared. The proposed data fusion evaluation strategy can be explained in detail as follows. First, several regions suitable for quality evaluation were manually selected from the original intensity and optical data (Figure 9a,b) . Then, the same color value (user-defined) was assigned for all pixels in the same region on the two images (Figure 9c,d) . Lastly, data fusion was carried out with the user-defined color images according to the procedures described previously. In this step, the user-defined colors assigned for the corresponding points (i.e., Popt and PRF) were compared. At this stage, inaccurate data fusion will lead to an increased number of mismatching points (i.e., corresponding points with different color values, COLORopt ≠ COLORRF). The white color value was assigned for mismatching points in the visual investigation (see Figure 10) . For quantitative assessment, all points in the evaluation regions and In this research, the authors dealt with 2 different ways of expressing the geometrical relationship between the sensors (i.e., the one-step and two-step approaches), and 46 combinations of datasets. Accordingly, 92 sets of ROPs and RGB-D datasets were produced from 46 cases with the one-step approach and 46 cases with the two-step approach.
The qualities of the 92 sets of ROPs estimation results were analyzed based on the standard deviations of the estimated parameters. For the case of data fusion results, a measure called matching rate is proposed and utilized in this research. In previous studies, the qualities of the data fusion results were mostly evaluated through visual inspection ( [20, 22, 23, [28] [29] [30] ). We have 92 sets of fusion results to be compared each other, a qualitative measure is, therefore, critically necessary for the comparisons. Since the inaccurate data fusion results distinctly appear in the areas where different patches meet each other, the same color value is intentionally assigned into the same patches on the optical and range-finder data, and the color values of the corresponding points are compared. The proposed data fusion evaluation strategy can be explained in detail as follows. First, several regions suitable for quality evaluation were manually selected from the original intensity and optical data (Figure 9a,b) . Then, the same color value (user-defined) was assigned for all pixels in the same region on the two images (Figure 9c,d) . Lastly, data fusion was carried out with the user-defined color images according to the procedures described previously. In this step, the user-defined colors assigned for the corresponding points (i.e., P opt and P RF ) were compared. At this stage, inaccurate data fusion will lead to an increased number of mismatching points (i.e., corresponding points with different color values, COLOR opt = COLOR RF ). The white color value was assigned for mismatching points in the visual investigation (see Figure 10 ). For quantitative assessment, all points in the evaluation regions and matching points were counted. Afterwards, the matching rate was calculated according to Equation (10) .
no o f mathcing points in i th dataset total no o f points f or evaluation in i th dataset no o f datasets (10) matching points were counted. Afterwards, the matching rate was calculated according to Equation (10) .
As seen in Figures 9 and 10 , three datasets were used for the evaluation of data fusion accuracy. These datasets consisted of two datasets in which various objects such as boxes and cylinders were placed and data acquisition locations were differentiated. The third dataset acquired in a corridor was selected for inclusion of indoor elements such as doors, windows, and pillars. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
Experiments for self-calibration and system calibration for optical and range data fusion were carried out. More detailed explanations of the experimental results are provided in the following subsections. Table 3 presents the estimated IOPs from the optical camera and range finder, and Table 4 shows the standard deviations of the estimated IOPs and residual accuracies. The root mean square (RMS) results of the residual values from a bundle adjustment showed 0.38 pixels (0.0025 mm) and 0.76 matching points were counted. Afterwards, the matching rate was calculated according to Equation (10) .
Self-Calibration Results
Experimental Results and Discussion
Experiments for self-calibration and system calibration for optical and range data fusion were carried out. More detailed explanations of the experimental results are provided in the following subsections. Table 3 presents the estimated IOPs from the optical camera and range finder, and Table 4 shows the standard deviations of the estimated IOPs and residual accuracies. The root mean square (RMS) results of the residual values from a bundle adjustment showed 0.38 pixels (0.0025 mm) and 0.76 Figure 10 . Examples of data fusion results for accuracy evaluation.
Self-Calibration Results
As seen in Figures 9 and 10 , three datasets were used for the evaluation of data fusion accuracy. These datasets consisted of two datasets in which various objects such as boxes and cylinders were placed and data acquisition locations were differentiated. The third dataset acquired in a corridor was selected for inclusion of indoor elements such as doors, windows, and pillars.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Experiments for self-calibration and system calibration for optical and range data fusion were carried out. More detailed explanations of the experimental results are provided in the following sub-sections. Table 3 presents the estimated IOPs from the optical camera and range finder, and Table 4 shows the standard deviations of the estimated IOPs and residual accuracies. The root mean square (RMS) results of the residual values from a bundle adjustment showed 0.38 pixels (0.0025 mm) and 0.76 pixels (0.0305 mm) for the image data from the optical camera and range finder, respectively. The two RMS values for the image data were less than 0.8 pixels. The RMS value for the range data showed 6.84 mm which was better than the nominal value of 1 cm and the results from previous studies that used the same range finder [10, 11] . The RMS values of 8.9 mm and 8.1 mm for the cases without and with distortion parameters were shown in [10] , respectively. Also, the RMS values ranging from 12.1 mm to 13.0 mm were shown in Ref. [11] . The standard deviations of the estimated IOPs in Table 4 all showed very small amounts compared to the IOPs itself. This means that the precisions of the self-calibration parameters were high. As such, the estimated IOPs from the self-calibration procedure were accurate enough to be utilized in the system calibration. Table 3 . Estimated self-calibration parameters.
Self-Calibration Results
Sensors Estimated IOPs
Optical camera
Range finder 
System Calibration Results
The analysis of the system calibration and data fusion results were performed in three ways: (i) two ROP calculation methods (i.e., one-step or two-step method); (ii) different geometrical locations of datasets (i.e., single or multiple columns); (iii) different numbers of datasets.
First of all, the mean, highest, and lowest values of matching rates were derived from all of the dataset cases while applying either the one-step or two-step method (in Table 5 , where the standard deviations of the estimated ROPs also are shown). Overall, the one-step method showed better results than the two-step one in terms of matching rate and parameter precision (i.e., standard deviations of ROPs).
Among the one-step cases, the highest matching rate came from the system calibration performed using six datasets in multiple columns (i.e., columns 1, 2, and 3, and rows 3, and 4; datasets 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, and 11 in Figure 7b ). Moreover, this case was the most accurate one among all cases (i.e., 92 cases including the one-step and two-step approaches). The lowest rate was observed for the case using two datasets in a single column (i.e., column 2 and rows 3, and 4; datasets 6, and 7 in Figure 7b ). Considering the two-step cases only, the highest matching rate came from the case using five datasets in multiple columns (i.e., columns 1, 2, and 3, and rows 2, 3, and 4; datasets 3, 5, 6, 7, and 10 in Figure 7b ). The lowest matching rate was observed for the same one-step case noted above. The most inaccurate result was shown when two-step calibration was performed using two datasets (i.e., column 1 and rows 2, and 3; datasets 2, and 3 in Figure 7b) .
Secondly, the effects of the different geometrical locations of datasets on the matching rate were analyzed. In other words, the mean values and standard deviations of the matching rates derived from the single-column cases (i.e., 15 cases) were compared with those derived from the multiple-column cases (i.e., 14 cases). The comparison was carried out using the combinations having only 2 to 4 datasets, because there were no single-column cases having more than 4 datasets, as seen in Table 2 .
As confirmed in Table 6 and Figure 11 , the selection of datasets from multiple columns led to higher mean values regardless of the ROP calibration (i.e., one-step or two-step) method. Also, the standard deviations of the matching rates from the multiple columns were lower than those from the single columns. Meanwhile, the standard deviations of the ROPs were derived from bundle adjustment for both the single-column cases (i.e., 15 cases) and multiple-column cases (i.e., 14 cases). Afterwards, the averaged standard deviations were calculated from the single-and multiple-column cases separately. These values are shown in Figure 12a ,b; as is apparent, translation parameters (Figure 12a ) and rotation parameters (Figure 12b ) decreased when the number of columns was increased. in Figure 7b ). The lowest matching rate was observed for the same one-step case noted above. The most inaccurate result was shown when two-step calibration was performed using two datasets (i.e., column 1 and rows 2, and 3; datasets 2, and 3 in Figure 7b ). Secondly, the effects of the different geometrical locations of datasets on the matching rate were analyzed. In other words, the mean values and standard deviations of the matching rates derived from the single-column cases (i.e., 15 cases) were compared with those derived from the multiplecolumn cases (i.e., 14 cases). The comparison was carried out using the combinations having only 2 to 4 datasets, because there were no single-column cases having more than 4 datasets, as seen in Table  2 .
As confirmed in Table 6 and Figure 11 , the selection of datasets from multiple columns led to higher mean values regardless of the ROP calibration (i.e., one-step or two-step) method. Also, the standard deviations of the matching rates from the multiple columns were lower than those from the single columns.
Meanwhile, the standard deviations of the ROPs were derived from bundle adjustment for both the single-column cases (i.e., 15 cases) and multiple-column cases (i.e., 14 cases). Afterwards, the averaged standard deviations were calculated from the single-and multiple-column cases separately. These values are shown in Figure 12a ,b; as is apparent, translation parameters ( Figure 12a ) and rotation parameters (Figure 12b ) decreased when the number of columns was increased. Thirdly, the relationship between the number of datasets used and the data fusion and system calibration accuracies was analyzed. At this stage, the combinations of datasets chosen only from the multiple columns (31 cases seen in Table 2 ) were used, since they showed better results in the previous analysis (in Table 6 , Figures 11 and 12) .
The mean values and standard deviations of the matching rates according to the different numbers of datasets are shown in Table 7 and Figure 13 . For example, 4 combination cases were used to produce a mean value and a standard deviation of matching rate for 2-dataset analysis. As seen in the table and the figure, the relationship between the number of datasets and the mean values of matching rates was not clear in the case of the one-step method. In other words, all of the cases with different numbers of datasets had similar mean values. On the other hand, the deviations of the matching rates showed a different tendency. More specifically, in most cases, the deviation values decreased as the number of datasets was increased, as seen in Table 7 and Figure 13 . Using more than four datasets showed a clear trend of reducing standard deviations of matching rates.
Meanwhile, firstly, the standard deviations of the ROPs were derived from bundle adjustment for all combination cases of multiple columns (i.e., 31 cases as seen in Table 2 ); afterwards, the averaged standard deviations were calculated for analysis of different numbers of datasets. For example, 4 combination cases were used to produce an averaged standard deviation for 2-dataset analysis. Figure 14a ,b show such values according to the different number of datasets after application of the one-step system calibration approach. As seen in these figure, the increase of the number of datasets used led to a corresponding increase in precision (i.e., a decrease of the standard deviations of ROPs). A particularly notable point in Figure 14 is that the use of at least four datasets largely reduced the range of the standard deviations for the same number of datasets when compared with the use of two or three datasets.
In the case of applying the two-step approach, the use of more than four datasets provided high and stable mean values of matching rate, as seen in Table 7 and Figure 13 . Also, the standard deviation analysis of the ROPs (in Figure 15a,b) found that four or more datasets provided more stable standard deviations of ROPs. On the other hand, two and three dataset cases showed unstable results, as seen in Table 7 , and Figures 13 and 15 . In the table and Figure 13 , the mean of matching rates for the case of two dataset (i.e., 97.07%) was higher than the value for the case of three dataset (i.e., 95.76%), However, the standard deviations of the matching rates for these two cases were the other way around. In case of the standard deviations of ROPs as seen in Figure 15 , there is discrepancy between the values for two and three dataset cases. The standard deviations for two dataset case were mostly higher than the values for three dataset case. Overall, the accuracy (i.e., matching rate) of the two dataset case is higher than the three dataset case; however, the precision (i.e., standard deviation) is vice versa. Such unstable results might come from low number of datasets and low number of combinations as well (i.e., two datasets with four combinations and three datasets with three combinations). Note that four or more dataset cases have either enough number of datasets or combinations compared to two and three dataset cases. Thirdly, the relationship between the number of datasets used and the data fusion and system calibration accuracies was analyzed. At this stage, the combinations of datasets chosen only from the multiple columns (31 cases seen in Table 2 ) were used, since they showed better results in the previous analysis (in Table 6 , Figures 11 and 12) .
The mean values and standard deviations of the matching rates according to the different numbers of datasets are shown in Table 7 and Figure 13 . For example, 4 combination cases were used to produce a mean value and a standard deviation of matching rate for 2-dataset analysis. As seen in the table and the figure, the relationship between the number of datasets and the mean values of matching rates was not clear in the case of the one-step method. In other words, all of the cases with different numbers of datasets had similar mean values. On the other hand, the deviations of the matching rates showed a different tendency. More specifically, in most cases, the deviation values decreased as the number of datasets was increased, as seen in Table 7 and Figure 13 . Using more than four datasets showed a clear trend of reducing standard deviations of matching rates. Comparing Figures 14 and 15 , one can see that employing more datasets with the one-step approach has a more obvious positive effect on the standard deviations of ROPs than is the case with the two-step approach.
Additionally, four data fusion results among ninety-two cases were selected and illustrated in Figure 16 . Table 5 already includes their matching rates and standard deviations of ROPs. The cases with the highest rate (99.08%) using one-step approach and 6 datasets in multiple columns, lowest rate (94.70%) using one-step approach and 2 datasets in single column, highest rate (98.86%) using two-step approach and 5 datasets in multiple columns, and lowest rate (92.80%) using two-step approach and 2 datasets in single column are shown in the figure. As expected, large white regions indicating mismatching points are shown in Figure 16d -f,j-l for the cases with the lowest matching rates. On the other hand, few numbers of white points are shown in Figure 16a -c,g-i for the cases with the highest matching rates. Meanwhile, firstly, the standard deviations of the ROPs were derived from bundle adjustment for all combination cases of multiple columns (i.e., 31 cases as seen in Table 2 ); afterwards, the averaged standard deviations were calculated for analysis of different numbers of datasets. For example, 4 combination cases were used to produce an averaged standard deviation for 2-dataset analysis. Figure 14a ,b show such values according to the different number of datasets after application of the one-step system calibration approach. As seen in these figure, the increase of the number of datasets used led to a corresponding increase in precision (i.e., a decrease of the standard deviations of ROPs). A particularly notable point in Figure 14 is that the use of at least four datasets largely reduced the range of the standard deviations for the same number of datasets when compared with the use of two or three datasets.
In the case of applying the two-step approach, the use of more than four datasets provided high and stable mean values of matching rate, as seen in Table 7 and Figure 13 . Also, the standard deviation analysis of the ROPs (in Figure 15a,b) found that four or more datasets provided more stable standard deviations of ROPs. On the other hand, two and three dataset cases showed unstable results, as seen in Table 7 , and Figures 13 and 15 . In the table and Figure 13 , the mean of matching rates for the case of two dataset (i.e., 97.07%) was higher than the value for the case of three dataset (i.e., 95.76%), However, the standard deviations of the matching rates for these two cases were the other way around. In case of the standard deviations of ROPs as seen in Figure 15 , there is discrepancy between the values for two and three dataset cases. The standard deviations for two dataset case were mostly higher than the values for three dataset case. Overall, the accuracy (i.e., matching rate) of the two dataset case is higher than the three dataset case; however, the precision (i.e., standard deviation) is vice versa. Such unstable results might come from low number of datasets and low number of combinations as well (i.e., two datasets with four combinations and three datasets with three combinations). Note that four or more dataset cases have either enough number of datasets or combinations compared to two and three dataset cases.
Comparing Figures 14 and 15 , one can see that employing more datasets with the one-step approach has a more obvious positive effect on the standard deviations of ROPs than is the case with the two-step approach. Comparing Figures 14 and 15 , one can see that employing more datasets with the one-step approach has a more obvious positive effect on the standard deviations of ROPs than is the case with the two-step approach.
Additionally, four data fusion results among ninety-two cases were selected and illustrated in Figure 16 . Table 5 already includes their matching rates and standard deviations of ROPs. The cases with the highest rate (99.08%) using one-step approach and 6 datasets in multiple columns, lowest rate (94.70%) using one-step approach and 2 datasets in single column, highest rate (98.86%) using two-step approach and 5 datasets in multiple columns, and lowest rate (92.80%) using two-step approach and 2 datasets in single column are shown in the figure. As expected, large white regions indicating mismatching points are shown in Figure 16d -f,j-l for the cases with the lowest matching rates. On the other hand, few numbers of white points are shown in Figure 16a -c,g-i for the cases with the highest matching rates. Additionally, four data fusion results among ninety-two cases were selected and illustrated in Figure 16 . Table 5 already includes their matching rates and standard deviations of ROPs. The cases with the highest rate (99.08%) using one-step approach and 6 datasets in multiple columns, lowest rate (94.70%) using one-step approach and 2 datasets in single column, highest rate (98.86%) using two-step approach and 5 datasets in multiple columns, and lowest rate (92.80%) using two-step approach and 2 datasets in single column are shown in the figure. As expected, large white regions indicating mismatching points are shown in Figure 16d -f,j-l for the cases with the lowest matching rates. On the other hand, few numbers of white points are shown in Figure 16a- Figure 16 . Four data fusion results among ninety-two cases: (a-c) highest rate using one-step approach and 6 datasets in multiple columns; (d-f) lowest rate using one-step approach and 2 datasets in a single column; (g-i) highest rate using two-step approach and 5 datasets in multiple columns; (jl) lowest rate using two-step approach and 2 datasets in a single column.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This study provided and compared various system calibration results comprehensively according to the calibration approach (i.e., one-step or two-step) and the characteristics of the used datasets (i.e., different geometrical locations and number of datasets). Prerequisite accurate selfcalibration procedures were performed before system calibration. Afterwards, 46 combinations of Figure 16 . Four data fusion results among ninety-two cases: (a-c) highest rate using one-step approach and 6 datasets in multiple columns; (d-f) lowest rate using one-step approach and 2 datasets in a single column; (g-i) highest rate using two-step approach and 5 datasets in multiple columns; (jl) lowest rate using two-step approach and 2 datasets in a single column.
This study provided and compared various system calibration results comprehensively according to the calibration approach (i.e., one-step or two-step) and the characteristics of the used datasets (i.e., different geometrical locations and number of datasets). Prerequisite accurate self- Figure 16 . Four data fusion results among ninety-two cases: (a-c) highest rate using one-step approach and 6 datasets in multiple columns; (d-f) lowest rate using one-step approach and 2 datasets in a single column; (g-i) highest rate using two-step approach and 5 datasets in multiple columns; (j-l) lowest rate using two-step approach and 2 datasets in a single column.
This study provided and compared various system calibration results comprehensively according to the calibration approach (i.e., one-step or two-step) and the characteristics of the used datasets (i.e., different geometrical locations and number of datasets). Prerequisite accurate self-calibration procedures were performed before system calibration. Afterwards, 46 combinations of datasets were made with 11 datasets, and 92 sets of ROPs were calculated through the system calibration procedures. These sets of ROPs and their corresponding fusion data results were compared comprehensively. First of all, the matching rate and precision derived from the one-step system calibration were generally higher than those from the two-step one. Secondly, the datasets acquired from the converging configuration (i.e., multiple columns) provided better performance than did the other case (i.e., single column). Thirdly, we found that the number of datasets used was highly correlated with the precision of the calculated ROPs in cases where the one-step method was applied. In other words, the deviations of ROPs were decreased when the number of datasets used was increased. Additionally, for either the one-or two-step approach, the use of more than four datasets (from multiple columns) provided high and stable mean values of matching rates and stable standard deviations of ROPs.
Based on a comprehensive analysis of the various experimental results, we can conclude that highly accurate system calibration and data fusion results can be obtained through (1) the use of more than four datasets acquired in converging multiple directions and (2) the execution of one-step system calibration. We can also recommend that increasing the number of datasets (at least four datasets from converging multiple directions) will be advantageous to achieve relatively accurate fusion results.
Overall, this study was conducted in consideration of self-calibration, system calibration, and data acquisition configurations. Based on a comprehensive analysis of the experimental results, guidelines for accurate and efficient derivation of ROP and data fusion results are presented herein. In terms of the applications, the proposed methodology can be utilized for virtual reality, indoor modeling, indoor positioning, motion detection and reconstruction, and so on. Follow-up studies will be conducted to alleviate the range data problems arising from low resolution, noisy range data, multi-path effects, the ambiguity range, scattering problem, and other issues. 
